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Abstract 
The internet offers relatively easy and affordable avenues for individuals to enter the entrepreneurship world as SoHo 
practitioners.  One of the more popular SoHo endeavours on the internet is by becoming an infopreneur, or a seller of digital 
information products through online sales letters.  The success of online sales letters to garner sales depends heavily on how 
credible and persuasive they are.  This preliminary study aims to firstly identify some successful online sales letters and then 
to analyse them in order to find out their persuasive features. They will be further analysed to gauge their conformance to web 
credibility guidelines. 
 
© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
     The advantages of using the internet for business communications has opened up opportunities not only for 
corporations but more importantly, for micro enterprise entrepreneurs as well.  The Malaysian SME 
Development Council [1] has defined a micro enterprise as a company with less than 5 permanent employees or 
with an annual sales turnover of not more than RM200,000. In Malaysia, there are already a few internet 
marketing micro enterprise entrepreneurs such as Patric Chan [2], and Gobala Krishnan [3] who are already 
making comfortable incomes through internet businesses. 
     Many of the micro enterprise entrepreneurs whose businesses are solely on the internet are usually involved in 
ke e-books, reports, membership sites, or software with information 
wanted by information seekers who would not mind paying for them.  These entrepreneurs are commonly known 
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 It was first used in commerce on January 31, 
1984.  The U.S. Patent and Trade Office (USPTO) Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) indicated that 
i  
entrepreneur 
products mentioned by Chandler [5] and Jordan [6] comprise items such as e-books, e-zines, teleseminars, 
consulting and training services, and podcasts.  More recently, with the advent of the New Media, increasingly 
more information products are also packaged and sold in sophisticated mediums such as short videos, and dvds.  
Dietzel [7] mentions that, more often than not, infopreneurs are also authors and not merely compilers of 
information. 
Infopreneurship offers many benefits, especially for individuals who are just starting out as entrepreneurs or 
who do not have a lot of capital to begin their businesses.  First of all, as opposed to tangible product based 
businesses, the cost of information product development is extremely inexpensive [9;10]. Secondly, it can be 
done by many people; individuals who have expertise in any subject (e.g. hobbyist), or who have specialized 
knowledge in something. Moreover, even people who do not have these but have research skills instead can 
become authors of information products and sell them over the internet in various mediums such as e-books, 
videos, software, and dvds [11].  Moreover, not only is the product development cost inexpensive but the 
distribution platform of the products themselves also is much cheaper than traditional brick and mortar businesses 
[12]. 
     Even though it is easy for anybody to start up an internet business as an infopreneur, to be successful in it is a 
different matter.  Infopreneurs must be able to persuade visitors through their promotional websites (i.e. online 
sales letter) to buy their products.  However, in order to be successful in selling the product, the infopreneur  has 
to have credibility first.  Fogg [13] said that credibility, which is made up of two components  trustworthiness 
and expertise, is one of the key predictors of persuasion.  People will most likely not buy from you unless they 
trust you, especially on the internet.  Similarly, people also will usually not buy information products/services if 
they perceived that the seller does not have the expertise in the subject matter of the product/services being sold.   
     Whereas corporations have no problem in upholding their credibility and maintaining it through branding and 
constant image-
Therefore infopreneurs have to find other means of credibility building and enhancement, which will ultimately 
lead to successful persuasion, and thus, making the intended sale.  Since a large number of infopreneurs rely on 
their online sales letters (displayed on their websites) to make sales, it is essential then that these sales letters (and 
websites) be regarded as credible and professional, and the sellers be viewed as experts in their subject areas for 
these will most probably increase the likelihood of making sales. 
     While there already exist various researches on persuasion and website credibility in general, especially from 
the fields of social psychology ( See Fogg[13]), Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (See Cugelman [14; 15]) and 
marketing communications, but there is practically no research which focused solely on online direct response 
sales letters, which is the focus of this study.  In the field of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) there are a 
number of studies which attempted to analyze sales letters, but there is none (yet) which is dedicated to studying 
online direct response sales letters (See Cheung [16; 17]; Zhu [18;19]; Bhatia [20]; Vergaro [21]). 
      ome business 
communication researchers such as Zhu [18] and Cheung [16; 17] conducted researches on sales letters.  
offline sales 
letters.  On the other hand, Che
sales letters but also to study sales emails.  Furthermore, Cheung also mentioned the increasing role of New 
Media items in the sales emails to help with the sales promotion.  Although these two researchers have studied 
sales letters, they both did not delve into online direct response sales letters, which is the focus of this study. 
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3. The study 
 
The objectives of this study are: 
 
1. to examine online direct response sales letters which have been proven to be successful in generating 
sales consistently. 
2. to find out persuasive elements used in these sales letters to build credibility and induce sales.  
3. to determine in the ways these persuasive elements are used.  
 
3.1 Data collection 
 
In order to collect relevant data, we needed to identify some online direct response sales letters which are 
already successful in generating sales consistently.  To achieve this purpose, the principle researcher participated 
in an established online forum for internet marketers at http://www.warriorforum.com.  Through interaction with 
established internet marketers, we found out that many successful online direct response sales letters can be 
accessed through the premier digital product marketplace, http://www.clickbank.com.  Also through interaction 
with the experts, we developed a set of criteria for choosing the successful sales letters. The criteria are as 
follows: 
 
 The online sales letters must be ranked in the top 10 of their respective categories. 
 
indicator of how many sales have been generated by affiliates promoting a particular product / service listed 
in Clickbank over a period of 8 wee
successfully transacted by affiliates over an 8 week period for that particular product. It should be noted that 
ugh experience, many internet 
marketers have used it as an indicator of how successful a product is on Clickbank. 
 The online sales letters must have been listed in Clickbank for at least 1 year. 
Using the above criteria, and with the help of another website, http://www.cbengine.com, a site dedicated to 
monitor and provide statistical analysis of the products on Clickbank, we generated a list of successful websites, 
totalling 110.  Out of those, 51 have been identified to be using either 1) predominantly text based sales letters 
(18 sites), 2) a combination of text based and video based sales letters (11 sites), and 3) Only video based sales 
letters (22 sites).  The rest (59 sites) did not use sales letters at all as their selling tool.  Since our focus is on text 
based sales letters, we only chose categories 1 and 2 as our data (29 sites). 
 
3.2  Data analysis 
 
D
behind using this scheme, instead of coming up with our own, was that we did a genre analysis of  9 of the online 
 
 
 
 
Move A   Setting the Scene 
 Step A1  Relating to a social issue 
 Step A2  Relating to culture 
 Step A3  Relating to the market situation 
 Step A4  Relating to the viewer 
 Step A5  Relating to the maker / character 
Move B   Establishing Credentials 
Move D   Building goodwill 
 Step D1  Projecting foresight 
 Step D2  Showing commitment 
 Step D3  Anticipating feedback 
 Step D4  Encouraging circulation 
Move E   Offering incentives 
 Step E1  Providing gifts / discounts 
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 Step B1  Highlighting financial strengths 
 Step B2  Highlighting leadership 
 Step B3  Highlighting uniqueness 
 Step B4  Highlighting recognition / status 
 Step B5  Highlighting exclusiveness 
 Step B6  Highlighting expertise 
 Step B7  Highlighting track records 
Move C   Introducing the offer 
 Step C1  Identifying needs 
 Step C2  Stating the intention 
 Step C3  Mentioning the product / service 
 Step C4  Describing services / functions 
 Step C5  Describing advantages 
 Step C6  Describing limitations / restrictions 
 Step C7  Showcasing latest developments 
 Step C8  Providing details 
 Step C9  Providing guidelines 
 Step C10 Pointing to further information 
 Step C11 Linking to / Presenting evidence 
 Step C12 Offering guarantee 
 
 Step E2  Providing free trials 
 Step E3  Providing free tests / games 
 Step E4  Providing value-adding services 
Move F   Using pressure tactics 
Move G   Triggering action 
Move H   Soliciting response 
Move I   Reinforcing the offer 
Move J   Building rapport 
 Step J1  Conferring blessings 
 Step J2  Expressing eager anticipation 
 Step J3  Expressing gratitude / appreciation 
 Step J4  Expressing apology 
 
In stage 2, we analysed the categorized data, looking for persuasion principles implemented therein.  We used 
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Table  
 
No. Principles of  
Persuasion 
Explanation and Examples 
1 Reciprocacity People feel the need to reciprocate to those who do them favours or give them gifts           
Examples sing free bookmark with survey forms to 
 
2 Commitment and 
Consistency 
People desire to commit to and be consistent with their held beliefs, attitudes, and deeds. 
Examples:  though the candidate has proven to be 
 
3 Social Proof  /  
Validation 
People tend to follow what everyone else is doing (especially their peers) when they are uncertain 
about a certain decision.                                                                                                       
Examples  
4 Authority People are more willing to follow the recommendations of a person to whom they perceive as 
having relevant authority or expertise.                                                                                 
Examples , 
 
5 Liking People are more likely to be influenced by people they like.                                               
Examples  
6 Scarcity People find products more attractive when their availability is limited, or when they stand to lose 
the opportunity to acquire them on favorable terms.                                                            
Examples  
 
 
During Sta
 
 
 
No. Guideline 
1 Make it easy to verify the accuracy of the information on your site. 
2 Show that there's a real organization behind your site. 
3 Highlight the expertise in your organization and in the content and services you provide. 
4 Show that honest and trustworthy people stand behind your site. 
5 Make it easy to contact you. 
6 Design your site so it looks professional (or is appropriate for your purpose). 
7 Make your site easy to use -- and useful. 
8 Update your site's content often (at least show it's been reviewed recently). 
9 Use restraint with any promotional content (e.g., ads, offers). 
10 Avoid errors of all types, no matter how small they seem. 
 
Guideline 9 is not applicable for the sales letters because they are promotional in nature.  Therefore, this 
guideline was not applied during analysis. 
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4. Findings and discussion 
 
4.1 An illustration of data analysis 
 
Before discussing the results, we would like to give examples of how the data were analysed in the three 
stages mentioned above.  For illustration purposes, and due to word limit constraints, only parts of one online 
direct response sales letter promoting a recipe e-
stage 1, all the online sales letters were analysed usi
marked and categorised, and separated into different sections using a simple table.  Then, in stage 2, all the sales 
letters were analysed again to determine the underlying persuasion principles used in each of the sections.   In 
stage 3, not only were the sales letters analysed, but all the websites were scrutinised in order to look for items 
or 
the websites, and checked the content for 
grammatical mistakes.  The illustration of analysis below, however, is only for stages 1 and 2. 
 
1)  
 
Move A: Setting the scene; 
Step A4: Relating to the 
viewer 
 
Authority 
2) Dear friend, 
The best diet you can eat to be in great shape, lose weight easily, sleep like a baby 
and have more energy than the Energizer bunny is the diet provided by mother 
nature that we've been eating for millions of years in nature. 
Move C: Introducing the 
offer; 
Step C1: Identifying needs 
 
 
3) Sounds simple enough? 
I know, it's easier said than done! 
The diet we're supposed to eat is just about the opposite of what people think is good for 
them. 
Let me ask you... 
Do you feel left on your own with your quest for health without much people to help 
you? 
Would you like to spend less time thinking about food and more time just enjoying a 
healthy and vibrant life? 
Do you get bored about the food, feel like you eat the same things over and over again or 
experience intense cravings? 
Would it be great to get a collection of easy recipes that you can always rely on for your 
health? 
 
Move A: Setting the scene; 
Step A4: Relating to the 
viewer 
 
Proof 
4)  
 
A brand new cookbook filled with more than 370 Paleo recipes. The recipes and 
instructions are dead simple and cooking tasty meals will be a breeze with it. No cooking 
skills needed. 
Move C: Introducing the 
offer; 
Step C3: Mentioning the 
product/service 
 
Authority 
 
  
Figure 1:  Sample illustration of data analysis in stages 1 and 2 
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kbook you will ever need to eat the food that 
Move A: setting the 
scene; Step A4: Relating to the viewer. The phrasing of the sentence implies the authority of the seller and the 
in great shape, lose weight easily, sleep like a baby, and have more energy t  
(2) is labelled as Move C:  Introducing the offer; Step C1: Identifying needs.  In section (3) of the sales letter, the 
seller commented that the consumers  
identified as Move A: Setting the scene; Step A4: Relating to the viewer
is social proof where the seller is trying to identify with the audience and imply that he is in the same situation as 
the front cover of the book and a list of what it contains.  This move is labelled as Move C: Introducing the offer; 
Step C3: Mentioning the product/service.   
Further on, in section (7), the seller added that besides the recipes, the customers would also get other goodies 
Move C: Introducing the offer; Step 8: Providing details. The persuasion principle used in this section is 
Commitment and consistency, where the seller is committed to give extra value to the purchasers of his product.  
In section (11), the seller proposed to add two bonus e-
two moves which are  Move I: Reinforcing the offer  and Move E: Offering incentives; Step E1: Providing gifts / 
discounts.  This section also have two persuasive principles which are Reciprocity and Scarcity.  
The next section, section (12) is one of the four testimonials displayed in this sales letter.  This testimonial, as 
a product endorsement, is labelled as Move C: Introducing the offer; Step C11: Linking to / Presenting evidence.  
social proof  is used here.  In (15), the seller is urging the customer to take 
identified as Move G: Triggering action add 
Move I: Reinforcing the 
offer and Move G: Triggering action.  Two principles of persuasion are used here which are Reciprocity and 
Scarcity 
Section (17) is another important part for online purchases which is the money back guarantee.  Here 
customers are further alleviated from their fear / reluctance from purchasing with a guarantee by the seller to 
refund their money if the customers ask for a refund within sixty days of purchase.  This section has been labelled 
as Move E: Offering incentives; Step E2: Providing free trials as well as Move C: Introducing the offer; Step 
C12: Offering guarantee.  In this section, the persuasive principle of Reciprocity is used.   In sections (17) and 
(18), the seller ends the sales letter by again reinforcing his offer, and using pressure tactics  in order for the 
audience to take action by clicking on the purchase link.  
 
4.2.  Results and discussion 
 
Figure 2 below shows the findings for stage 1 move structure analysis.  In general, the findings of this study  
oth the online sales letter and sales e-mail is 
Move C : Introducing the offer.  This move occurs in all 29 texts in the online sales letter corpora and represents 
41.4 percent of the total number of moves and steps for this corpora.  This move should be regarded as an 
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mails
Table 3 below shows the findings after the 
section identified in stage 1. After the stage 2 analysis, we found that specific psychological persuasion
principles seem to be used for certain moves and steps of the sales letters.  For example, for Move B, establishing 
solely used.  Please refer to the table below for more details.
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GENERIC STRUCTURE  
MOVE A: Setting the scene 
 Relating to a social issues 
 Relating to culture 
 Relating to the market situation 
 Relating to the viewer 
 Relating to the maker/character 
 
Commitment & consistently / Social proof 
Commitment & consistently / Social proof 
Commitment & consistently 
Liking  / Authority / Social proof 
Authority / Liking 
MOVE B: Establishing credentials 
 Highlighting financial strengths 
 Highlighting leadership  
 Highlighting uniqueness 
 Highlighting recognition status 
 Highlighting exclusiveness 
 Highlighting expertise 
 Highlighting track records 
 
Authority 
Authority 
Liking 
Authority 
Authority 
Authority 
Authority 
MOVE C: Introducing the offer 
 Identifying needs 
 Stating the intention 
 Mentioning the product/service 
 Describing services/functions 
 Describing advantages 
 Describing limitations/restrictions 
 Showcasing latest developments 
 Providing details 
 Pointing to further information 
 Linking to/Presenting evidence 
 Offering guarantee 
 
Liking  
Liking 
Liking 
Commitment & consistently 
Commitment & consistently 
Scarcity 
Commitment & consistently 
Commitment & consistently 
Commitment & consistently 
Social proof 
Reciprocity  
MOVE D: Building goodwill 
 Showing commitment 
 Anticipating feedback 
 
Commitment & consistently 
Commitment & consistently 
MOVE E: Offering incentives 
 Providing gifts/discounts 
 Providing free trials 
 Providing free test/games 
 Providing value-adding services 
 
Reciprocity 
Reciprocity 
Reciprocity 
Reciprocity 
MOVE F: Using pressure tactics Scarcity  
MOVE G: Triggering action Scarcity 
MOVE H: Soliciting response Commitment & consistently 
MOVE I: Reinforcing the offer Reciprocity  
MOVE J: Building rapport 
 Expressing eager anticipation 
 Expressing gratitude/appreciation 
 Expressing apology 
 
Commitment & consistently 
Liking 
Liking 
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Figure 3 below sho In 
general, websites conform to the guidelines posited by Fogg [13].  The only problem with the majority of sales
letters is that it is not easy to verify the accuracy of the information provided in them. Only about 10% of the 
online sales letters provide information which could easily be verified by visitors.
5. Conclusions
This preliminary study has provided an overview of how successful online direct response sales letters are
functionally structured.  It has also given an insight on the persuasive elements used in these sales letters. 
Furthermore, it has given us a glimpse on the credibility of the websites where these sales letters are placed. As
neric structure of online direct response sales letters 
and their distribution of moves are very similar to that of the sales emails. It should be noted however that online 
sales letters in general employ more new media items than sales e-mail.  This is an interesting area for new
studies on online sales letters. 
This study also found that certain moves and steps in the online sales letters tend to favour specific persuasion
principles, as discussed in the findings and discussion section.  This information would be important to would be
infopreneurs who want to learn how write successful online sales letters.  Again, an in depth study of persuasive
principles employed in online sales letters is recommended for future researches in order to gain better 
understanding and contribute to knowledge building in this area.
This study also found that successful online direct response sales letters generally adhered to web credibility 
guidelines. Out of the nine web credibility guidelines applicable to these sites, only one is not highly conformed 
by these websites guideline number 1: make it easy to verify the accuracy of information on your website. 
Even though this is a preliminary study, a lot of insights have been discovered.  However, due to the 
constraints of space, many of the details of the findings could not be discussed in this article.  Therefore, only the
most important findings and some examples were given.  Nevertheless, it is hoped that this article has been
beneficial to readers and has contributed, however little, to the advancement of knowledge in this little researched 
area.
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